Project Manager (Metaverse game development)
Location: 100% Remote – Looking for candidates based in Hong Kong SAR
Project: SophiaDAO
To apply for this position please send your CV to recruitment@singularitynet.io informing the
job title on the email subject line. Or please connect with me with me on LinkedIn to get more
information about the role. https://www.linkedin.com/in/renata-mowforth-cipd-51837516/

This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to become Project Manager of our new and
groundbreaking SophiaDAO Metaverse, an environment where our AI avatar Sophia will be
coached into becoming a fully independent, benign and self-aware AGI!

What you should know about the SingularityNET organization
SingularityNET is the world’s leading decentralised AI platform and organisation. The
SingularityNET decentralized network, and the associated nonprofit SingularityNET Foundation,
were founded in 2017 with an extraordinarily ambitious and important mission: To work toward
beneficial Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) guided and controlled in a democratic and
decentralized manner. Now in an exciting exponential growth phase, SingularityNet is launching
a number of inspiring and ambitious spin-off projects planned as part of its Phase 2 whitepaper,
including infrastructure, media and biomedical projects.
Global and decentralised, SingularityNET works with a team of c.a. 100 talented scientists,
engineers and operational experts, working either remotely or in hubs of excellence worldwide.
At SingularityNET we value collaborative and creative ways of working, within a culture of
openness and transparency where every team member is empowered to make their finest
contribution and thrive.

What we are looking for:
A senior project manager with experience in game development and knowledge of 3D worlds/
metaverses, AI, Crypto and NFT marketplaces. If this is you, this could be your dream job!
You will be managing the SophiaDAO team from its conception towards a professional game
development machine. Together with the Creative Director and Hanson Robotics you will build
out the team and manage the hiring process. You will be responsible for guiding the team
members in their day to day activities and develop processes that enable the team to work
effectively and enjoyably in a global decentralized environment. You will be in charge of

planning, reporting and forecasting and will present the project status and proactively consult
the management on risks and opportunities.
In the greater SingularityNET ecosystem, you will be working with globally distributed teams and
departments including HR, Operations, Finance, Engineering and Central Management.
To fulfil this job successfully, you need to be well informed about the world of blockchain, crypto
and NFT’s and have a passion for 3D worlds or metaverses. You have experience in game
development and are thriving in a fast-paced dynamic startup environment. You are comfortable
working with independent experts across globally distributed teams and time zones.
SingularityNet works with Jira and Confluence and experience with these tools will be
favourable.

Your responsibilities will include:
- Managing the SophiaDAO project during its complete lifecycle with globally distributed
and multidisciplinary teams
- Keeping track of project status, and maintain an up to date plan and roadmap for
reporting to management
- Oversee all aspects of a project, working with experts in key areas such as creative
design, software development, blockchain and smart contracts, finance, marketing and
legal
- Proactive identification of risks and gaps and energetically driving the project towards
completion in a compressed timescale
- Organize efficient and effective meetings with participants and stakeholders
- Collaborate with HR on people requirements of the projects and ensure tasks are
appropriately resourced and delivered
- Coach team members and peers in their day to day usage of tools and processes

Requirements
To be successful in this role you will need:
- A proven track record with 5-10 years experience in the role of project manager or
program manager in the domain of game development and/or AI/blockchain and NFTs
- Experience working in a fast-paced, complex, distributed environment, preferably a
startup or scale-up organization
- Experience leading cross-functional teams with experts in diverse domains such as
creative/game design, software development, blockchain and AI.
- Knowledge or certification of Agile methodologies
- Excellent reporting and presentation skills
- Broad technical knowledge and eagerness to keep developing yourself
- Great communication skills
- Proficient in English, written and spoken
- Hands-on experience with Atlassian Confluence and Jira, and (Google) spreadsheets

-

Flexibility in working hours, ability to work under pressure and adjust quickly to changing
goals and timelines.

What you will get in return:
- Being part of one of the greatest AI and blockchain teams in the world that aims to
create beneficial Artificial General Intelligence for the good of humanity
- The opportunity to help build a groundbreaking AI-driven metaverse together with other
world-leading experts.
- A lot of freedom and responsibility in organizing your work hours and location
- Opportunities to advance your career in many potential directions
- Salary and benefits in line with your experience and location

